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INTRODUCTION
•	Conversation analysis (CA) approach:  is concerned with examining the sequential organization of “talk-in interaction” (Schegloff, 2007) to uncover how actions “are produced and understood” (Pomerantz & Fehr, 1997, p.65) by members.
•	The genre of radio  phone-in conversation holds a prominent position in the mass-media market in Malaysia.
•	It has opened a channel for live participation from the public.
•	In the radio phone-in format, ordinary  people are given direct access via telephone to voice their opinions on various issues with those who occupy an institutional position in the programme.
•	By having this direct access to the discussion forum, the public has the opportunity to participate in the emerging public discourse.

The status of English as a second language (ESL) in Malaysia 
•	English is the second language of instruction in the education system in Malaysia. 
•	Malay (Bahasa Melayu/Bahasa Malaysia) is the main language of instruction, as well as, in government administration. 
•	English in Malaysia has been categorized into three levels: the acrolect, mesolect and basilect (The Encyclopedia of Malaysia: Languages and Literature,  pp 61), .  
•	The acrolect is near-native. Only spoken by those  educated in core English-speaking countries from early schooling up to university, and only a small percentage of Malaysians are proficient in it; official standard use. 
•	The mesolect(Malaysian English) (ME): spoken by most academics, professionals and other English-educated Malaysians;  used in daily interactions; unofficial;  informal use.
•	It has components of American English,  borrowings from local languages (Malay, Chinese, Indian, others) in terms of vocabulary, pronunciation and grammar.
•	Basilect (Manglish): broken Malaysian English, mix of local language items;  the colloquial informal spoken form of ME; used colloquially as substitutes in other languages in Malaysia.  For instance, using Malay or Chinese grammar in conjunction with English words.  
•	It is the most common form of spoken English on the street, but is discouraged at schools where only Malaysian Standard English (following British English) is taught. 
•	A continuum exists between these three varieties and speakers may code-switch between them depending on the context. 
•	Even though these varieties of English are spoken, they are accepted and understood by Malaysians. 

The status of English in Malaysia
•	The situation in Malaysia is such that English has now become the preferred language of communication.  Malaysians are comfortably communicating in “informal English  – English which is Malaysian in identity, that is reflected by the distinct phonology influenced by their ethnic tongues, lexical items which are socio-culturally grounded and syntactic structures which are distinctively Malaysian in form. 
•	This is the English that is used by Malaysians to create rapport and establish our sense of identity” (Gill 2002:91). 
•	However, the status of English that is widely spoken in Malaysia, that is used as a medium of communication by people who do not speak the same first language can be simply defined as non-native speech or Malaysian English (ME). 

LITERATURE REVIEW
—	Studies on media discourse & radio phone-ins include: 

◦	broadcast news programmes (Greatbatch, 1992)
◦	radio call openings (Cameron and Hills, 1990)
◦	turn sequentiality  of openings in a talk show; the social organization of talk (Hutchby, 1991, 1992a, 1992b, 1996a, 1996b, 1999, 2001)
◦	openings, closing and turn-taking (Bell and Garrett , 1998)
◦	questions, control and the organization of talk (Thornborrow, 2001a)
◦	participants’ use of and display of identity (Thornborrow, 2001b;  Hutchby, 2001). 
◦	the social organization of talk (Hutchby, 1991, 1992a, 1992b, 1996a, 19996b, 1999, 2001, 2006, 2007); (Liddicoat et. Al, 1992);  (Thornborrow, 2001a); (Fitzgerald and Housley, 2002); (Bell and Garrett, 1998) 
◦	the categorial organization of talk-in interaction and how public identities are constructed (Fitzgerald and Housley, 2002); (Ferenčik,  2007);  (Hutchby, 2001)

Literature review
•	Research on host-host and host-caller talk in radio phone-in programmes
▫	Ames, Kate (2013). Two host and a caller:  analyses call sequences in a dual-host radio talkback setting.  
▫	Fitzgerald, R. & Housley,  W. (2007): explores the relationship between the audience of commercial talkback radio and the actual existing democratic public sphere in Australia. 
▫	Gilman, Sarah (2007): analyse callers to  talkback radio in Australia. 
▫	Gonen Dori-Hacohen (2012): discusses the caller types in political talk radio programs in Israel and the United States.  

THE AIMS OF THE RESEARCH
•	To investigate:
Ø	the sequential organization of the presentation of opinions of callers to a radio phone-in programme
Ø	the design format with regard to agreement and disagreement sequences to the topics discussed 

RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
—	Two approaches are adopted for the study:
◦	Conversation Analysis (CA) (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson (SSJ), 1974):   management of conversation: adjacency pair; turn-taking; sequencing

◦	Sequential organization of talk radio (Hutchby, 1996,2006, 2007) : the structural organization of presentation of opinions.
Description of Data
•	Series of radio interactions between host-host and host-caller (BFM Talk Thursday)
•	Recorded/Downloaded from BFM podcast (audio broadcasting on the internet) & transcribed using CA conventions (Hutchby & Woofitt, 2002)
•	Reason for selection: provide a large sample of radio interactions on topics of discussions between radio hosts and callers (Malaysian speakers of English MSE) on Malaysian issues.  
•	The standard format of the programme:  
▫	the radio host invites callers (members of the public) to become involved in discussions concerning current social, economy, work, and moral/ethical issues.
▫	Callers would call-in to air their views on pre-selected topics and discuss their viewpoints with the radio hosts. 

Analisis of Data: The structural organization of Presentation of Opinions
—	The design format of the radio interactions per episode can be described in terms of a three-stage structure. 
—	Hutchby (2006:60) presented the argument functions which are matched with their associated basic discourse components as represented in the following table.  

Topic of discussion (27/2/14)
•	Late February 2014, Minister in the Prime Minister’s Department Tan Sri Joseph Kurup suggested that Malaysia should take a major step towards creating a single national identity by removing the “race” category from all official forms in an effort to promote national unity.  
•	Listeners are asked, “If this proposal is adopted, how will it affect our individual cultural identities?"


Opening sequences of BFM Talkback Thursday 

Recursive format: Extract 1 BFM1

Progressional format (preface- opinion statement/justification) 


 





Further examples of the Progressional format
Extract 7
H1	=how do you feel about individual accountability and responsibility/ (0.2)
C4	ya I know I know is this is bad why I say this before we can do that before we can accomplish all of this a lot of things have to be done have to have to we have to look into (0.3)
H1	so Hazli let me ask you this do you think by keeping this race hh category uh you know in these forms do you think it actually supports and and the I guess makes things easier to identify  ah these problems?
C4	(0.1) um I er I I don’t but but I think be before we do that there are a lot of things that have  to be done first
H1	Alright alright thank you very much Hazli we’re going to move on to our next caller Budi is on the line [hi Budi]

Extract 8
C8	let’s say a a child so they are actually being em segregated and um differentiated from the day they join school at the age of 7 and what is that teaching our children↑
H1	hmm yea now tell us very quickly do you think um you know when you embrace this notion of Malaysian er citizenry does it come at a cost of our cultural identity and characteristics? 
C8	(0.2) .not at all er loyalty to your country and the whole nation does not have anything to do with who I am and what I believe in
H1	thank you very much for that Chris moving on to the next caller

Extract 9
H1	that er Shahrin is it important to you.. with regards to..your identity as a Malaysian versus your identity as a Malay?
C13	er ye sebenarnya kalau saya katakan saya  bangsa melayu saya bangga.. pertama saya bangga bahasa Melayu  tetapi saya 
	the fact that if I say I'm proud of my Malay race  first I’m proud of the Malay language but I 
	 mengatakan ini tanah kita bersama tak kira bangsa Cina atau bangsa India hh..kita miliki Malaysia sebagai satu
	 am saying that this is our common ground no matter whether it’s the Chinese race or the Indian race..we own Malaysia as a 
	bangsa tetapi kaumnya dari kaum Melayu kaum India apa salahnya mereka mengaku mereka kaum India 
	 nation but the race will be the Malays the Indians what harm is there for them to claim themselves as Indians  
 H1	 (0.2) Okay thank you very much Sahrin for your..


Distribution of the design format in the presentation of opinions
•	Not much differences in the distribution of types of design format.  
•	No difference in the design format where issues concern economic and government policies that may have an impact on Malaysians.  
Summary  
•	The design format shows the differences on how turns are designed in the interactions, depending on the variations of initial turns of the callers.  
•	Callers may respond directly to the questions posed by the hosts in giving statements of opinions or may provide preface  the issue before justifying it with an opinion. 
•	In cases where opinions are not clearly stated in the interaction, the host plays an institutional role in refocussing or redirecting the caller to the topics of discussion.
•	Opinion statements are important in the interactions and hosts are aware of these and try to use strategies to lead callers back to the issue of discussion.   
•	Hosts are rather neutral in the interactions. 
•	Two-sided agreement interactions are more frequent than two-sided disagreement interactions between hosts and caller.   

